
 

 
JOURNEY THROUGH AMERICAN HISTORY 

 
School Self-Guide 

 
Welcome to the DAR Museum! 

 
Please enjoy this self-guided tour of select period rooms covering 1680s to 1860s. Ten 
rooms plus the Touch of Independence hands-on area are covered in this self-guide. 
You may choose to do all ten rooms, averaging 10 minutes per room for a 1 hour and 
40-minute tour, or only a few rooms based on your needs.  
 
As you visit the museum we encourage you to look carefully at the objects in the 
rooms, think about the questions posed, and discuss your ideas throughout the 
tour. 
 

 Maps of the floors are included at the end to help you find your way around the 
museum. 

 A review of Museum Manners, also included, is encouraged prior to beginning 
your tour.  

 If you have divided your class into smaller groups, which is recommended, you 
may want to start each group on different floors to reduce congestion. 

 Please remember to keep your voices low as you visit the period rooms to allow 
for other visitors to enjoy the museum as well. 

 
 
 

Note: All light switches for period rooms are located to either the right or the left of 
the entry way with the exception of Massachusetts and Wisconsin; location of these 
switches are noted on their respective pages. Switches should be turned clockwise and 
are set on timers. 

 
 
 

Thank you for visiting, and enjoy your Journey Through American History! 
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TO GET STARTED, REFER TO THE FIRST FLOOR MAP  
GO TO THE MARYLAND ROOM AND BEGIN. 



MARYLAND 
 

 
 
The Maryland Room represents a parlor in a wealthy household about 1835-1840. 
During this period, entertaining often centered on music recitals, a popular pastime 
for men and women. Music was seen as a way of improving taste and refinement. 
Women particularly were encouraged to play instruments, such as the pianoforte and 
harp.  
 
This room is decorated in late neoclassical furniture or “the national style” of the 
time. Though considered American, the style was inspired by German, French, and 
English designs. The card table and chairs here are painted or “fancy furniture” from 
Baltimore. They feature anthemions, griffins, cornucopias, and other painted gilt 
decoration popular during the neoclassic period. 
 
Look for: 

 Harmonicon, an instrument played by running a damp finger around the rim of 
different sized glasses filled to appropriate levels of water to produce various 
tones. Composers like Mozart and Beethoven composed music for this 
instrument. 

 Tilt top tables, which could be folded out for use or tilted up to conserve space. 
 
Think about: 

 How is music listened to today? 
 What instrument, if any, do you or a family member play? 
 What are some popular pastimes today? 
 What other tables do you know that fold? 

 
 

CONTINUE THROUGH THE O’BYRNE GALLERY TO THE ILLINOIS ROOM. 
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ILLINOIS 
 

 
 
This is a best bedchamber of the 1840s, which shows a movement of the bed from 
the parlor or “best room” to the bedchamber. This change occurred mostly in wealthy 
households as a result of increased wealth and the accumulation of personal property, 
and for increased privacy that was virtually non-existent during the eighteenth century. 
This room was not just a place for sleeping as women spent much time here birthing, 
nursing, and caring for children. As a result the bedchamber was set up in the most 
comfortable manner with tables and chairs for reading, writing and doing other 
household chores such as sewing. Sick children were also tended here on a trundle 
bed that could be pulled from beneath the best bed. Dressing and bathing was also 
performed in this space. During the winter months, all of these additional tasks were 
done in the kitchen because, unlike the bedchamber, it was kept warm. 
 
Look for: 

 Child-size objects. Children used play as a form of learning. For instance, playing 
with dolls taught girls how to care for babies. Here they are learning household 
duties like care of clothing, food service, sewing, etc. 

 Drapery around bed, which could be closed for privacy and to keep heat in. 
 Cradle, which is low to the ground for hands-free rocking. 

 
Think about: 

 Where do you do activities like read, bathe, and play? 
 How would you feel if you had to do them all in the same room? 
 What type of playful activities do you do that help with learning? 
 How does the cradle differ from cradles today? 

 
 

WALK NEXT DOOR TO THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ROOM. 
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
 

 
 
The nation's capital city in 1800 had few real homes. A parlor like this would still have 
been rare. Large townhouses with specialized rooms were reserved for the wealthy. 
Most dwellings at this time were smaller homes for the middling class or boarding 
houses for the city’s transient population of politicians, tradesmen, craftsmen, and 
other workers looking for opportunities in the growing city. This early work table, 
made between 1795 and 1815 designed for sewing and storage, reflects a commercial 
response to the demand for work tables coming from affluent families of girls 
attending schools teaching needlework and drawing in addition of other academic 
subjects. When not in use the table was placed against a parlor wall. It would be 
moved in front of a window for daytime sewing and to the center of the room near a 
light source for evening work. 
 
Look for: 

 The painting to the right of the window, which shows the future site of this 
building, Memorial Continental Hall, when this area was mostly swamp land. 

 Mannequin representing Dolly Madison, wife of President Madison, who was on 
the cutting edge of fashion, as she would have been following English styles from 
imported fashion magazines; America at this time had no fashion magazines of its 
own. 

 
Think about: 

 What would it have been like to live in or visit Washington in 1800, when there 
were few homes and virtually no paved roads, monuments or museums? 

 How does that differ from travel today? 
 What type of workbench or workstation do you or your parents use for your 
activities? 

 How are fashion trends different today? 
 
 

ASCEND THE STAIRCASE TO THE SECOND FLOOR, TURN RIGHT TWICE AND  
CONTINUE THROUGH THE LIBRARY TO THE CALIFORNIA ROOM. 
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CALIFORNIA 
 

 
This room was modeled after the Old Whaling Station in Monterey, CA. The parlor 
would have looked like this about 1860, in the early years of California's statehood. 
Adobe was used for the walls, with the ceiling beams supporting the floor above left 
exposed. The seagrass carpeting was a popular covering for the floor. Many of the 
objects show the influence of neighboring Mexico and the popularity of trade items 
from the Far East.  
 
Look for: 

 Chinese ceramics and round tilt-top table. Chinese goods were imported for 
purchase by those who could afford it; it could take up to a year to receive goods 
ordered. 

 Candles and metal oil lamp. Whaling was legal at this time so whale oil was used in 
lamps, perfumes and candle wax, and on wood; baleen was used for buggy whips 
and ribbing parasols and stays. Electricity was not available therefore candles and 
oil lamps were used for additional lighting. 

 
Think about: 

 What types of lighting sources do we use today? 
 What cultural influences on furnishings, language, food, or traditions in your home 
come from family or ancestors who immigrated from another country?  

 What cultural objects can be found in your house from travel to other countries? 
 What other cultural influences do you see in modern-day California and/or 
America? 

 
 

STEP NEXT DOOR TO THE NEW JERSEY ROOM. 
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NEW JERSEY 
 

 
The New Jersey room presents an early 20th century interpretation of a 17th century 
English Council Chamber, unchanged from its original design in 1910. The wood 
used in the paneling and furniture came from the oak timbers of the British frigate 
Augusta, sunk during the Revolutionary War and salvaged a century later. The cannon 
ball is also made from salvaged pieces of the ship. The chandelier is meant to 
represent the exploration of Columbus, whose ships are depicted in the dome shaped 
shade from which sea dragons support large glass globes of glowing light. Portraits, 
located around the room, depict the NJ signers of the Declaration of Independence. 
 
Look for: 

 Stained glass windows, which show depictions of battles that took place in New 
Jersey. 

 Wood, from the Augusta, with original bullet holes. 
 
Think about: 

 What other sea battles have there been in the United States? 
 What type of people would have fought in the Revolutionary War? 
 What other famous ships do you know that have sunk? 
 What game deals with the sinking of ships? 

 
 

CONTINUE ALONG THE HALLWAY TO THE MASSACHUSETTS ROOM. 
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MASSACHUSETTS 
 

 
(Light switches for this room are located on the right side of entryway behind panel.) 

 
This parlor is a recreation of the room in a historic house in Lexington, Massachusetts 
where John Hancock and Samuel Adams were seated when they heard Paul Revere's 
warning that the British were coming. The room is typical of New England at that 
time in that it was used for a variety of both public and private purposes. The chest 
near the bed might have been used to hold linens and silver, much like a “hope” 
chest, and would have been a valuable piece of furniture. It was given to a young girl 
who brought it with her when she married, a significant point during a time when 
most women could not own property. Mary Burt received this chest before her 
marriage in 1716. 
 
Look for: 

 Mary Burt chest against the far wall. Notice the use of the letter “v” instead of “u” 
because of its absence in the alphabet at that time. 

 Scenes outside window of British soldiers “Redcoats” coming to Massachusetts. 
 
Think about: 

 How are today’s wedding registries similar to a “hope” chest? 
 For the girls: how would you feel if your property became your husband's when 
you got married? What would you place in your chest? 

 What famous event occurred in Massachusetts to ignite the Revolutionary War? 
 Why was the Revolutionary War important? 

 
 
CONTINUE ALONG THE HALLWAY THROUGH THE LIBRARY. TAKE TWO LEFTS AND 

ASCEND THE STAIRCASE TO THE THIRD FLOOR. TAKE TWO LEFTS AND WALK 

DOWN THE HALL TO THE WISCONSIN ROOM. 
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WISCONSIN 
 

 
(Light switches for this room are located on the wall opposite the doorway.) 

 
The Wisconsin Room represents a New England dwelling between about 1680 and 
1720. This hall was the central living space of the home, used as a kitchen, dining 
room, sitting room, bedroom, nursery and playroom. The fire, as a source of heat and 
light, occupies a prominent place. The off-the-floor bedstead is a sign that this family 
is probably quite well-to-do, as in most early colonial homes the bed was simply a 
mattress on the floor. The baby's swaddling clothes are typical of the period, as are 
the toddler's protective "pudding" cap, and the leading strings her older sister holds to 
help her walk. 
 
Look for: 

 Evidence of the many uses of the fireplace, which was used for cooking, heating, 
and light. 

 Furniture items and cookware. Coming to America was expensive. Settlers had to 
pay for each item they shipped so those without money would only bring their 
most valued possessions while the wealthy would bring more. 

 
Think about: 

 What do you think is happening in this scene? 
 Why is most of the furniture pushed against the walls? 
 What type of protective gear do children wear today when playing? 
 Imagine your family living together in a space this size--how would it affect your 
daily life? 

 If you were moving and could bring only your most valued possessions what 
would they be? 

 
 

7GO BACK TOWARDS THE STAIRCASE TO THE WEST VIRGINIA ROOM.  



WEST VIRGINIA 
 

 
 
During the early 19th century, this formal parlor could have served as a 
schoolroom or music room for wealthy children. A young scholar might have 
sat at the desk reading lessons with a private tutor, or a young musician might 
have practiced dances with the barrel organ against the far wall.  
 
During colonial times, education for boys and girls was different. Studies for 
boys included Greek, Latin, celestial navigation, geography, history, fencing, 
social etiquette, higher math, and plantation management. Later they might be 
sent to boarding school in England for higher education. Girls, taught by an 
English governess, learned enough to read their Bibles and record household 
expenses. They might also study art, music, French, social etiquette, 
needlework, spinning, weaving, cooking and nursing; and did not go to 
England for higher education because it was not considered important for girls. 
Boys and girls were taught separately, and they recited their lessons until they 
memorized them because paper and textbooks were in short supply. In 
Southern colonies, where towns were far apart, children might be educated at 
home by a tutor. In Northern colonies, children were more likely to have 
schools. 
 
Look for: 

 Evidence that this room is being used for study (needlework fire screen, globe, 
piano, slates, geometry book, etc). 

 
Think about: 

 Why might young men need to know geography and celestial navigation?  
 For girls: how would you feel if you had to learn separately from boys and were 
not encouraged to seek higher education? 

 How is what you study today similar or different from colonial children’s studies? 
 What work opportunities were available at this time to young men and women in 
the U.S.? How do they differ from opportunities available now? 
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CONTINUE ALONG THE HALLWAY UP THE STEPS TO THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 

ROOM, WHICH WILL BE ON YOUR LEFT.  



NEW HAMPSHIRE 
 

 
 
The New Hampshire Room represents an “attic playroom” with changing collection 
of dolls, furniture, and toys from the late 18th-century through the early 20th-century. 
Wallace Nutting, a noted antiquarian, artist, author and cabinetmaker, designed the 
room for the New Hampshire state society and planned it around an overmantel 
painting of a landscape with two young girls from a house in Piermont, New 
Hampshire. 
 
Look for: 

 Baby stroller, Noah’s Arc, and slate and chalk, which can be found in a hands-on 
version in the Touch of Independence Education Center. 

 
Think about: 

 What toys do you have similar to these? 
If this were your playroom, what toys or games would you have?  
 
 
CONTINUE WALKING THROUGH THE TOUCH OF INDEPENDENCE EDUDCATION 

CENTER AND GO TO THE VIRGINIA ROOM AT THE END OF THE HALL. 
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VIRGINIA 
 

 
 
The Virginia Room represents a dining room dating from 1800-1810. By this time, 
dining rooms had become common in wealthy households. The room is interpreted 
for dinner, which was served between two and four o’clock p.m. The table is set with 
fashionable Chinese export porcelain and English earthenware. Like today, the 
tablecloth protected the table from splatters and the distinctive creases are the result 
of it being placed in a linen press. This main course includes a small beef roast with 
stuffed onions, pan fried perch, asparagus, stewed sweet potatoes, and a fruit pie. 
Fruit pies were commonly served as part of the main course, unlike the modern 
practice of serving it for dessert. Upper-class Virginians could choose from a variety 
of furnishings to enhance their dining rooms, such as the fashionable sideboard and 
dining table. These provided the perfect stage for impressive arrangements of 
expensive silver, ceramics, and glass. 
 
Look for: 

 China-press and Sideboard used to display and store plates and glassware. 
 Additional light sources like the “looking glass”, a convex mirror used to reflect 
light, and girandoles used to hold candles. 

 
Think about: 

 How do your parents display and/or store their plates and glassware? 
 What type of dinner traditions does your family have? What time is your dinner? 
 Who do you think would have been serving dinner to the wealthy family during 
this time period? 

 How are convex mirrors used today? (hint: side view car mirrors, fun house…) 
 
 
AT THIS POINT YOU ARE DONE! IF YOU WISH, YOU MAY TAKE YOUR STUDENTS TO 

THE TOUCH OF INDEPENDENCE AREA FOR SOME HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES OR YOU 

MAY CONCLUDE YOUR TOUR BY TAKING THE STAIRS TO THE FIRST FLOOR AND 

RETRACING YOUR ROUTE THROUGH THE LOBBY TO MEET YOUR GROUP OUTSIDE 

FOR A SUMMARY WRAP UP. 
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TOUCH OF INDEPENDENCE 
EDUCATION CENTER 

 
 
The Touch of Independence has recently been redesigned as an education center 
where children and adults can learn about games, clothing, education, and 
responsibilities of an early-American child. This Center includes a reading area, 
discovery cubbies, interactives, games and toys, replica objects and take-home activity 
packets.  
 
In early America, children were treated like adults in that they had daily chores and 
responsibilities such as cleaning, watching their younger siblings, assisting with the 
family business, and helping maintain the household. Even playtime, which was 
limited, was a form of learning and skill development.  
 
Unlike today, boys and girls were educated differently. Girls were taught no more than 
basic reading, writing, and arithmetic. After that they learned the skills needed to keep 
the home and care for the family, like sewing and cooking. Boys would learn the 
basics too, but they were also taught history, geography and astronomy, and were 
expected to run the family business one day or apprentice to become a tradesman.   
 
Please explore the Center to learn more about early-American education, games, 
clothing, and occupations. Stop by the Mini-Furniture Gallery to learn about furniture 
styles. Feel free to touch! 
 
Think about: 

 How are these games similar to or different from games today? 
 How would it feel to sit on benches like this in school? 
 How is an early-American child’s life similar to or different from yours? 
 Which chair would you rather sit in? Why? 

 
 



 
 
 

SUMMARY WRAP UP 
 
 
We hope that you have enjoyed your school self-guided tour of Journey Through 
American History. Below are a few questions to evaluate what your students may have 
learned. 
 

 What was life like in Washington, DC during the 1800s? 
 How were boys and girls treated differently? 
 How were children viewed during colonial America? 
 What type of games did colonial children play? 
 Why did America fight the Revolutionary War? 
 What cultures did you hear about that influenced California? 
 How is life today different than life in early America? 

 
 

S 
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MUSEUM MANNERS 
 
 
When visiting the museum we ask our guests to use special manners called “museum 
manners”.   
 
While visiting the DAR Museum we ask that you…. 
 
• Please do not touch an object unless given permission by a museum staff member. 

• Please do not run. 

• Please do not push or shove. 

• Allow each group member a chance to ask questions and see the objects. 

• Always follow the instructions of the museum staff members. 

• Stay with the group; do not wander off on your own. 

• Please remember that people are working throughout the building therefore be 
considerate of noise when walking the staircases and during group discussions. 

• Most importantly- enjoy yourself! 
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